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During the past few decades, governments all over the world have shown interest in collecting information on the performance of the activities that they manage directly or oversee in some capacity and using that information to improve the performance of these activities. Despite broad interest in using performance measurement for management and many initiatives to create such systems, empirical evidence on how well such efforts actually work or where they work best remains limited. This report presents a framework for understanding the creation and operation of one type of management system, which we call a performance-based accountability system (PBAS). We introduce a vocabulary for talking about the structure of a PBAS and its relationships to the delivery of some service. Using this framework, the report identifies a set of questions that can structure an empirical inquiry into the use and impact of PBASs and opportunities to improve their performance.

**Definition of a Performance-Based Accountability System**

We define a PBAS as a mechanism designed to improve performance by inducing individuals or organizations that it oversees to change their behavior in ways that will improve policy outcomes about which the creators of the PBAS care. To do this, the PBAS (1) identifies specifically whose behavior (individuals or groups of individuals in an organization) it wants to change, (2) tails an incentive structure to encourage these individuals or organizations to change their behavior, and (3) defines a set of performance measures it can use within the incentive structure to determine whether changes in behavior are promoting the PBAS’s goals.

**How a Performance-Based Accountability System Changes Service Delivery**

After studying PBASs in a variety of sectors, we develop a general framework for describing (1) how a PBAS works in the context of an existing service-delivery activity and (2) what factors affect performance of the PBAS. The framework is organized around four basic sets of relationships that are important to a PBAS:

- the production chain that defines the production relationships relevant to the service of interest
- the traditional government-oversight process that monitors the service-delivery activity of interest in the absence of a PBAS
• the process by which a PBAS is created and updated to motivate enhanced performance in the service-delivery activity of interest
• the government PBAS oversight process that monitors the service-delivery activity following the introduction of a PBAS (and supplements the traditional administrative oversight process).

The fully elaborated framework shows all these elements and describes the connections among them.

Empirical Questions to Ask When Studying a Performance-Based Accountability System

The framework also serves as a useful basis for generating analytic questions about the operation and impact of a PBAS in an area of public service. We identify five basic questions (and related subquestions) to ask about the operation and impact of a PBAS. The basic questions are as follows:

• How did the relevant service-delivery activity work before a PBAS existed?
• Why and how did the PBAS come into existence?
• What does the internal design of the PBAS look like?
• How well does the PBAS work?
• What can be done to enhance our understanding of the PBAS and improve its performance?

These five areas of investigation should help structure future analyses of PBASs, expanding our knowledge of what successful PBASs should look like and helping to identify circumstances in which PBASs are most likely to succeed relative to alternative governance structures.